
THIS MONTH IN OUR SERIES ON WHAT REALLY 
GOES ON IN A HOME WE MAKE OURSELVES  
A NICE CUP OF TEA AND COFFEE

Words: CLARE GOGERTY  

THERE’S NOTHING THE British like 
more than a hot beverage. Which isn’t 
surprising when you consider a cuppa’s 
magical power to revive, comfort and 
warm. Or when you appreciate a decent 
cup of coffee’s ability to propel you through 
the day. Both drinks also bring shape to the 
day, from elevenses, which offer the 
chance to sit down with a cuppa and a 
digestive, to afternoon tea break with its 
feet-up-and-do-the-crossword potential.

These days, of course, coffee drinking is 
much more than a few granules shaken 
into a mug and doused with boiling water. 

The advent of the barista has made coffee 
geeks of us all. Now that we appreciate the 
coffee bean’s potential, the search for ways 
to make the best brew at home is endless. 
Similarly, tea has been rediscovered with 
variations such as matcha, oolong, and 
fermented kombtucha sitting alongside 
more traditional loose-leaf blends.  
Tea-making equipment is no longer  
a mug, kettle and teaspoon – today it’s  
all about infusers and matcha whisks.

All of which is for the greater good. The 
more breaks taken for hot-drink making 
during the day, the better, in our book. 
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LOOSE LEAF 
OR TEABAGS? 
DISCUSS
Making a cuppa with loose 
leaf tea requires more cash 
and more patience than using 
teabags. Loose leaf tea is made 
of whole leaves or large pieces 
of leaf still containing 
aromatic oils. The flavour is 
released slowly into the water 
so you have to wait for it to 
infuse. Remember to keep it in 
an airtight opaque container 
in a cool, dry place. 
Commercial teabags are 
filled with small pieces of the 
lowest grade commodity tea, 
and so are quick to infuse. 
Much of the aroma is lost 
during processing, however, 
so what you gain in time you 
lose in flavour.
A new breed of tea 
producers, such as Pukka and 
Teapigs, fill their bags with 
better quality tea, herbs and 
spices. The pyramid bag as 
championed by Teapigs has 
more infusing space than 
regular tea bags creating a 
more nuanced flavour.
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Emilie Holmes, owner, Good & Proper Tea (goodandpropertea.com) 
advises on the art of tea making.
Making sure every cup of tea is a good cup of tea is all about getting 
things in the right order. First, make sure you use good quality tea. Go 
for whole, loose leaf tea which will give you the most flavour. Ideally 
you should use freshly drawn, filtered water. This might be a faff, but 
it makes a huge difference (especially in London, which has hard 
water) and will brew much cleaner, crisper cup. The water 
temperature must be right for the tea: different teas require different 
brewing temperatures. Herbs and black tea like heat, so can be made 
using water just off the boil, but green tea, oolongs and white tea taste 
better when made using cooling water. The higher temperatures burn 
the leaf of more delicate teas, resulting in a bitter taste, so reducing the 
temperature brews a sweeter cup. Measure the quantity of tea as per 
the brewing instructions, paying attention to the ratio of leaf to water. 
Too much water and it’ll be thin, too much tea and it’ll taste bitter. 
Allow time for the tea to brew. Loose leaf tea needs more time than a 
traditional tea bag. Most black teas need around three minutes, which 
allows the leaves to unfurl and release their full flavour. Leave it too 
long and the tea will taste bitter, too short and the cup will lack body.

Bryan Serwatka of small batch specialty 
coffee roastery Volcano Coffee Works 
(volcanocoffeeworks.com) advises on 
making great coffee at home.
Buy a grinder This is your most important 
tool for making great, fresh coffee at home. 
The coarseness of your coffee grounds 
hugely affects how coffee is extracted in 
brewing, so consistency is key. Burr 
grinders, which consist of two revolving 
abrasive surfaces (burrs) between which 
the coffee is ground a few beans at a time, 
are preferable to blade grinders (which 
have a blade in the centre like 
a propeller) as the beans are 
ground more evenly and you 
have more control of the 
grind. Most hand-grinders 
have adjustable grind sizes 
and, although they require a 
bit of elbow grease, the 
results are remarkably 
superior to basic electric 
blade grinders. 
Recommended hand-
grinder makers:
HARIO (FROM £40,  
hario.co.uk); RHINOWARES 
(£45, bearandbear.com); 

KNOCK (FROM £120, 
madebyknock.com).  
Electric burr grinder: 
BARATZA (ENCORE, £149, 
coffeehit.co.uk).

Source fresh coffee If 
you’re investing in 
brewing and grinding kit, 
then sourcing freshly 
roasted coffee beans is 
essential. Coffee is best within 
one month of the day it was roasted, so 

keep an eye out  for the roast date. 
(FROM £6 FOR 250G,  
volcanocoffeeworks.com)

Choose your brewing method 
These are the three main home 

brewing methods available in 
the speciality market, in order 
of brew strength per device.
1. CHEMEX, FROM 
£37 Works by 

‘pour over’ brewing. 

A filter is placed in 

the top and water is 

poured over the coffee to 

brew it. This brings 

out the aroma and the 

delicate nuances of the 

coffee. If you like your 

coffee on the lighter, 

cleaner side then 

this is the method 

for you. (hasbean.

co.uk)

2. THE V60, 
CERAMIC COFFEE 

DRIPPER, £25 

Another ‘pour over’ 

brewer, and the industry 

standard for most speciality 

coffee bars. It brings out more 

intensity than a Chemex, and 

draws out more sweetness and 

balance  

as a result. (hario.co.uk)

3. THE AEROPRESS, £28 Looking 

like a big coffee syringe, coffee is 

brewed in the chamber, then the barista 

serves it by pressing the 

coffee through   

a filter. The added 

pressure brings out more 

body  and coffee’s natural  

oils. A class of its own. 

(aeropress.co.uk)

BREW A PROPER CUPPA 

COFFEE MAKING MASTERCLASS

BARATZA

CHEMEX

THE V60

AEROPRESS
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1. Assam The firm UK favourite. A delicious, punchy breakfast brew.
2. Peppermint A crisp, fresh, whole-leaf peppermint.
3.  Matcha This Japanese green tea, whether served traditional style or in a 
latte, has gained a cult-like following.
4.  Jade Tips The bestselling everyday green tea. Deliciously refreshing  
with a lingering sweetness.
5.  Jasmine Pearls Hand-rolled green tea pearls that have been infused with 
the scent of jasmine flowers. A smooth, floral cup.

The steaming, gleaming espresso machine 
has been a thing of hipness since the 1950s. 
Once confined to European cafés, it is now 
commonplace on the high street and in the 
kitchen. An espresso, in case you are 
unaware, is a small, intense cup of coffee 
created by forcing a small amount of nearly 
boiling water under pressure through 
finely ground coffee beans. It is also the 
base for most other coffees, such as 
cappuccino, latte, flat white. 

If you crave an instant shot of caffeine in 
the morning, you might consider buying an 
espresso machine. As we are all now coffee 
connoisseurs, it’s best to avoid pod coffee 
makers with their unsustainable plastic 
packaging and restricted manufacturer’s 
choice of blend. A home espresso machine 
means you can explore different coffees 
from your preferred roaster, fine-tune the 
crema (surface foam), and get to steam 
milk to your desired thickness.  
John Lewis has a good selection. 

ESPRESSO BONGO

Tasseography is the art of reading tea 
leaves to predict your fortune. (In the 
Middle East, coffee grounds are also read, 
which is known as cafeomancy.) Make a 
pot of loose leaf tea, pour into a white cup 
(for better visibility), sip the tea leaving a 
small residue, swirl the tea around in the 
cup, then upend in a saucer. Squint closely 
for symbols in the tea leaves. Common 
ones include stars (good luck), spirals 
(creativity), parallel lines (travel, change).  

YOUR FORTUNE  
IN YOUR TEA CUP

Truth be told, the majority of 
British people dunk a teabag in a 
mug and squish it with a teaspoon. 
But that is everyday tea, gulped 
without noticing. Once you get a 
sense of how good tea can taste, you 
will select better quality, loose leaf 
tea and search for the relevant items 
to brew it properly. There is a world 
of tea paraphernalia out there. 
Teapot China is the traditional 
choice (like the Eva teapot from 
maiamingdesigns.com, below)  
but new glass teapots with built-in 
infusers are both beautiful and 
useful – spent tea can be disposed of 
easily – plus you can can watch the 
tea gently infuse. 

Tea strainer To filter leaves when 
pouring from a traditional teapot. 
In-cup brewer Place in mug, spoon 
tea into the infuser, pour boiling 
water over and infuse.
Matcha whisk Made from bamboo 
to whisk matcha into a creamy 
beverage. You might also need  
a matcha scoop.
Teaspoons The first were shaped 
like scallop shells, referring to the 
shells Oriental merchants put on tea 
chests for clients to take a sample.  
A modern version is the Measure 
Spoon that ensures you get the  
tea-to-water ratio right.
Tea press Like a cafetière but  
for tea brewing.

TOOLS FOR TEA

BESTSELLING TEAS 
The top five at Good & Proper Tea, 96A Leather Lane, London EC1
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EXTRA SOMETHINGS
Turn tea and coffee making into an art with these desirable things

Good and Proper teapot, £22
goodandpropertea.com

Estrum jug, £39
brostecopenhagen.com

Glass coffee cup and saucer, £26 
miafleur.com

Moomin Butterfly tray, £20
cloudberryliving.co.uk

PG Tips tea caddy, £5
jeremyshomestore.co.uk

Matcha whisk, £12
goodandpropertea.com

Elephant grey vacuum jug, £50
evasolo.com

Bone china hybrid sugar bowl, £87
furnish.co.uk

Almedahls Picknick tea cosy, £15
andshine.co.uk
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